
European Cluster Alliance – WG Meeting – Wednesday 8th April, 2020, h 8.30 
Working format is based on “Gilles Rules” (designed to allow everybody to speak and share, optimizing time) 

and using sli.do/ECA for questions / ideas / comments.  

VIDEO RECORDING 

 

1. CONCEPTS 
 Social Economy and cross cutting effects  
And sharing of the main conclusions from the social economy cluster webinar to be held on Tuesday  

Karel Vanderpoorten, DG GROW 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/SEC/Social+economy+in+the+fight+against+Corona 

 

2. NEEDS 
 

DISCONNECTION BETWEEN SOCIAL ACTIONS AND ALL THE OTHER SECTORS 

- How do we connect better social initiatives and all the other part of the productive/industrial world 

- How to better link our clusters and social economy 

- We need to know which agents of social economy are near us 

- Find a way to translate the needs: defining places to meets and define profiles of people who make the 

links (matchmakers), and build this ecosystem in a more organized way.  

- We need to connect with the schools 

- We need to look for ways to homologate and include in our regular and systems, those prototypes/products 

that commons are creating 

- Before the crisis Clusters started to developing actions connected to SDGs goals, where social economy can 

be a good partner. How can we really make structural relationships specifically in the delivery of SDGs? 

- The crisis forces companies to do research and innovation and they look for it in the common knowledge 

and solutions: open innovation and open development. How can we build and maintain a structural 

relationship?  

- How to link better: if you look at a single clusters, how much civil society, how much interactions do you 

have? On the other side, how much with Regional authority, if this something that out of the crisis we should 

develop more? How to identify, talking about each single cluster, about the linkages that it have with civil 

society in their local territory? 

 

 

3. SOLUTIONS 
 

CLUSTER AS SOLUTIONS  

- Cluster could be perfect organisation in order to build structural linkages, the perfect vehicle to embed 

commons more structurally in the economic activities. Clusters create collaborative environment to give 

services to be involved in projects and develop innovations.  

- To stimulate via Clusters the development of matchmakers, connectors building linkages between social 

and not social economy. 

- Good to use the “glocal” approach, in order to be sure to be in the direction of solving global societal 

challenges.  

 

ENSURE THE “SOCIAL” DIMENSION IN CLUSTERS 

- In life science it is already going, for exemple, involving patients point of view 

- Ensure the monitoring of this involvement, in order track and identify the return of investment 

http://sli.do/eca
https://transcripts.gotomeeting.com/?utm_source=recordingReadyNotification&utm_medium=email#/s/edb7ad64a49692216cc72460f60ca7433ad46bce70a4657a65c7f10760c810ba
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/SEC/Social+economy+in+the+fight+against+Corona


- Ensuring the social dimension in cluster projecs, for each future research projects: a solutions can be 

always have the duty to involve civil society point of view and energy, concerning research projects as well 

as employment development programs, in order to ensure the achievement of the goals.  

 

RESOURSES AND INFORMATION 

Motivation is the key driver in order to have purpose-driven partnerships that achieve results. Stating needs 

to incorporate different views and different solutions. If you have the sense, you are committed,  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6651232807295209472/ 

Torino Social Impact is a social economy clusters, a best practice rising up.  

Torino Social Impact  

 

Information:  

In the next few months, on ECCP also social economy clusters will be included. There are social economy 

clusters that do not define themselves as clusters. The aim is to make them visible and aware that pulling 

resourses into clusters can push not only the social outputs but also economic aspects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6651232807295209472/
https://www.torinosocialimpact.it/en/

